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Changelog version 7.0.7300.0

New: Completely rewritten product
Improved: Completely new distributed architecture, similar to micro-services
- Native 64-bit architecture
- Higher performance - offloading unused modules, more effective code, improved
multithreading
- Better Security - whenever possible, processes are running under non-privileged
accounts. Crashing or hijacking one product process will not disable all protections.
- More Stability - simpler components, auto-restart in case of a crash
Improved: Real-time file system protection
- Latest native 64bit scanning engine
- Optimized for multi-core performance
- Real-time scanning under local user
Improved: On-demand scanning
- Via GUI or command line
- Via ESET management console
- Local scan scheduler
Improved: Web & email protection
- Web Access Protection
- Email client protection
- Anti-Phishing protection
Improved: Brand new native Graphical user interface, including
- Dark mode support
- Native desktop notifications
- Ability to disable GUI for end-user
- Configuration of protection statuses
- Some features requires ESET management console
Improved: Automatic scan when inserting removable media
Improved: Support for performance and all detection exclusions (by Path, by Path &
Detection, by Hash)
Improved: Extended configuration of ESET LiveGrid
Improved: CLI commands same as on Linux platform
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Improved: Multi-language installation - automatic localization according to system
language with system native language change
Changed: ESET Enterprise Inspector 1.7+ support
Changed: Compatible with ESET Security Management Center v7.2 and above and
ESET PROTECT Cloud
- LiveInstaller support in ESET PROTECT Cloud
- Unified configuration options in ESET PROTECT
Changed: Activation via License key or via ESET management console
Changed: Management console is required as product GUI doesn't include all
capabilities, especially product settings
Removed: Some features are not yet available in the new generation. For detailed
comparison, please see
https://help.eset.com/eea_mac/7/en-US/whats_new_6vs7.html
Many other both user-facing and under-the-hood improvements

After the upgrade from ESET Endpoint Antivirus for macOS version 6 to version
7, ESET Endpoint Antivirus for macOS will revert to default settings. This includes
policies in the ESET management console.
ESET Endpoint Antivirus for macOS version 7 contains many differences to
version 6, and some of the features are missing. Before you decide to upgrade
your ESET Endpoint Antivirus for macOS, we recommend reading the topic
Comparison of version 6 & version 7.

Build can be downloaded from the repository in ESET PROTECT console.

The build will not be available from the web page until support for a non-
managed environment will be added.
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